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Abstract
Over the last century, members of
post-industrial societies have experienced a
of parasitic “old friends.” Consequently, the
ability of the remaining microbiota to modulate
immune responses has been drastically
limited. Reduced immunoregulation causes
the immune system to be overactive due to
an improper balance between T helper 1 (Th1)
and T helper 2 (Th2) immunity. Th1 immunity

treatment for neuropathic pain in the periphery
and both neuropathic pain and cognitive
dysfunction in the central nervous system
through increased immune regulation.

disorders such as chronic neuropathic
pain. Neuropathic pain is responsible for an

diminuta on neuropathic pain development
and cognition in male Sprague Dawley rats
following chronic constriction injury of the
sciatic nerve. Rats were colonized with
cystercercoids (HDCs;
larval stage) prior to CCI surgeries. Von
Frey testing measured levels of mechanical
allodynia, Pavlovian fear conditioning
measured declarative memory, and juvenile
social exploration measured levels of
anxiety. Inconsistent results from Von Frey
and fear conditioning suggest that helminth
worm therapy most likely does not improve
mechanical allodynia or hippocampaldependent learning and memory cognition.
Neither CCI surgery nor helminth colonization
impacted anxiety levels. Additionally, impacts
of
on molecular regulation of
cytokine levels in the hippocampus were
assessed using qRT-PCR. Hippocampus
analysis demonstrated a shift toward an

and a shift toward Th1 immunity. This study
explored the use of helminthic therapy as a

helminth treatment. These studies indicate
that, although helminths did not consistently

pathogens through a humoral response that
upregulates antibody production. It has been
demonstrated that intestinal helminth worms,
such as
, are responsible
for a shift away from Th1 cell immunity and
towards Th2 cell immunity, which promotes

could
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impact behavior following CCI surgeries,
diminuta therapy is a promising treatment for

Introduction
Chronic pain is a world-wide crisis
that impacts more than 50 million people
in the United States alone, and it has been
connected to anxiety and depression, opioid
addiction, and limited mobility (Dahlhamer,
2018). Because neuropathic pain has
become an incredibly widespread issue, the
neuroimmune causes of chronic pain are of
great interest to the research community.
[…]
According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, approximately 20%

the proposed link between these two factors
is referred to as the hygiene hypothesis. More
that the depletion of microorganisms within
the gut microbiome of a human can cause
the immune system to be poorly educated,
which in turn, can cause the immune system
to be overactive in response to inappropriate
stimuli. The positive correlation between the
presence of microorganisms and improved
immunoregulation can be supported on a
molecular basis by the promotion of an anti-

by chronic pain (Cragg, 2018), and this

microorganisms.
An example of one of these
microorganisms is
restores the immune
balance between T helper 1 (Th1) and T
helper 2 (Th2) responses. Th1 responses

CD4+ T cells that are not being adequately
suppressed by Treg cells. The presence of

intracellular pathogens, and Th2 responses
use antibody-mediated responses and

microbiome have been linked to increased
numbers of regulatory T cells (Hewitson), so
microbiota could be a potential treatment
for chronic pain. Though humans coevolved
with these microorganisms, humans within
post-industrialized countries no longer serve
as hosts to many of these microorganisms.
It has proposed that the use of antibiotics,
clean water, and sterilized medical techniques
have caused the gut microbiome of humans
living in post-industrialized countries to
become a hostile environment for many
commensal microorganisms (Bilbo, Wray,
Perkins, & Parker, 2011; Ege, 2017; A. H. Liu,
2015; Villeneuve et al., 2018). This decreased
microbial diversity correlates with decreased
immunoregulatory functions of the host, and

modulates immunity of the infected animal
by activating Th1-mediated responses and
suppressing Th2 responses (Akkoc et al.,
2008; Grange, Bottasso, Stanford, & Stanford,
2008; Hernández-Pando et al., 2008; Stanford,
Stanford, & Grange, 2004; L. Zhang et al.,
2016). This is the natural response of the body
to attempt to attack and destroy the pathogen.
[…]
Depending on the microorganism,
upregulation of Th1 responses or upregulation
of Th2 responses can be utilized to enhance
because both of these techniques can be
used to restore the Th1/Th2 balance.
For instance, parasitic microbes, such as
helminth tapeworms, can regulate the immune
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system by shifting the immunophenotype
of their hosts from primarily mediating Th1
responses to facilitating Th2 responses
(Villeneuve et al., 2018). Helminth tapeworms,
called
were used in
this study because they are able to restore
the Th1/Th2 balance of the host organism
by promoting Treg
CD4+ T cell suppression. These factors
phenotype in the host. In addition to
promoting immunoregulation,
also avoid piercing the epithelial wall of the
small intestines of their hosts, so they are
considered benign helminths (Smyth et al.,
2017). These two features make treatment
with benign helminth parasites a very attractive
research subject in regard to alleviating
immunological disorders without causing
tissue damage to the host.
[…]
In previous studies,
have
decrease cognitive disorders (Williamson et
al., 2016), and decrease risks of autoimmune
diseases (Fairweather & Cihakova, 2009).
Additionally, the life cycle of
for the colonization of rats and mice in a
laboratory setting. These helminths require a
secondary, intermediate host for reproduction
(Smyth et al., 2017; M. Zhang, Mathew, &
Parker, 2018), which prevents these helminths
from transmitting directly from rat to rat or
from rat to human unintentionally. Common
grain beetles can be used to allow
eggs to mature into
cysticercoids (HDCs) that can be directly fed
to rodents. The HDCs then colonize their hosts
and grow into full helminth worms within the
small intestines of the rodents. At this point,
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the helminth worms produce eggs that are
secreted in the fecal matter of the rodents;
grain beetles eat the eggs, and the life cycle
starts again (M. Zhang et al., 2018). The antialong
species of helminth an ideal candidate for
pain.
This following set of experiments
conducted are aimed at answering two
introduction of the benign helminth worm
diminuta into the gut microbiome of Sprague
was to determine whether helminthic
treatment was able to counteract the negative
injury (CCI) on the left sciatic nerve of Sprague
Dawley rats.
[…]
The second goal of this set of
experiments, analysis of the hippocampus,
levels of several cytokines in rats that were
colonized by
There was an
10, along with a decrease in the IL-10 receptor.
Additionally, there was a decrease in the
expression of IL-13. Though this Th2-induced
cytokine has been linked to several antiwith allergen-induced asthma (Corren, 2013).
Since treatment with
causes an
increase in immunoregulatory Th2 responses
result was expected (McKenney et al., 2015).
Colonization by
generated an
hippocampus of Sprague Dawley rats, which
suggests potential therapeutic uses for benign

helminthic treatment.

(Quiagen, Valencia, CA) was used for PCR

Methods

RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis, and qRT-PCR
can be found in previous publications (Frank,
Fonken, Dolzani, et al., 2018).
[…]

Pathogen-free Sprague Dawley rats
aged 10-12 weeks upon arrival were used for
every experiment (Envigo). Rats were housed
in pairs in Plexiglas cages with food and
water available
The Vivarium was
temperature controlled at 23 ± 3 C and lightcontrolled with a 12 hour light-dark cycle. All
methods were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Colorado Boulder.
[…]
Experiment 7: Analysis of Hippocampus mRNA
Six weeks after colonization with
diminuta eggs, rats were euthanized using
i.p. 65 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital (Abbott
Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA).
Transcardial perfusion was performed using
cold 0.9% saline. Following decapitation,
the brain was removed, and the whole
hippocampus was isolated. The hippocampus
-80 C.
The phenol:chloroform extraction
method was used to isolate samples of total
RNA from hippocampus tissue (Chomczynski
& Sacchi, 1987).
[…]
SuperScript II First Strand Synthesis
System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) was used to
reverse transcribe total RNA into cDNA.
[...]

The Quantitect SYBR Green PCR Kit

(Invitrogen) and protease inhibitors (Sigma)
were added to hippocampal tissue, and the
samples were sonicated. Samples were
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 14,000 x g and
4 C, and the supernatants were pipetted out
and placed in new tubes (Frank, Fonken, Annis,
Watkins, & Maier, 2018). A Bradford assay was
performed in order to analyze total protein
concentration in each sample.
[…]
A rat IL-10 Quantikine ELISA kit
(R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was used
to determine the protein levels of IL-10 in
whole hippocampus tissue (García-Miguel
et al., 2018). Absorbance data was used to
determine levels of IL-10 protein in each
sample. Data are not shown because the levels
of IL-10 protein were too low to be detected.
[…]
Results
The purpose of this experiment was
to determine whether colonization with
diminuta altered the cytokine expression in
the brain. Relative levels of mRNA expression
were measured using qRT-PCR. Data were
method. There were
analyzed using the 2
8 animals in each group. Figure 19 shows
mRNA expression of IL-10, IL-10 receptor,

0.0001), while levels of the IL-10 receptor were
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Upregulation of IL-10 expression contributes
the downregulation of IL-10R expression may

Discussion
These current results suggest that
diminuta
chronic pain; however, they are a promising
[…]

is characteristic in asthma, and
have been known to decrease the risk of

helminth-colonized and control animals.
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In order to explore the molecular basis
of helminth immunoregulation, qRT-PCR was
performed to quantify the relative cytokine
mRNA expression in the hippocampus (Figure
19).
treatment upregulated mRNA
expression of IL-10 and downregulated
IL-10R, and both of these contribute to an

of IL-10 protein were undetectable in all
samples of whole hippocampus tissue. IL13 mRNA was downregulated, and this was
expected, because IL-13 is responsible for

of helminth colonization on neuropsychiatric
disorders. Finally, the potential unintended
colonization, such as
increased carcinogenesis, must be examined

2013). Though IL-13 can also play a role in

growth and metastasis when establishing
helminth immunotherapy.
[…]

known to promote immunoregulation, which
prevents the development of asthma and
allergies (Parfrey et al., 2017; Graham A. W.
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Examining the Glacial Mass Balance of the Arikaree Glacier,
Front Range, Colorado Using GIS and Degree Day Methods
Kevin Knopp
The following is an excerpt from a longer piece. For full text, please visit
examiningtheglacialmassbalance.pdf
ABSTRACT
The health of glaciers around the
world is threatened by anthropogenic climate
change as rising temperatures and changing
glaciers. The manifestations of global climate
vary at the regional level, in both magnitude
and direction of temperature and precipitation
changes. For this reason, glacier response is

precipitation totals and wind patterns, there
is evidence that alpine glacier mass balance
might actually be positive in some locations.
This study focuses on the Arikaree Glacier
in the Front Range of Colorado, USA. I use
snow depth measurements taken on the
glacier at peak accumulation and measured
air temperatures to derive a degree day
calculation of ablation and to produce a
plausible mass-balance for each year from
1997 to 2017. I found that the Arikaree Glacier
has experienced a negative mass balance
each year since 1997. Future research should
utilize a more detailed approach to this form
of mass balance calculation and assess other
small mid-latitude glaciers to see if they are
experiencing the same results.
INTRODUCTION
Mass balance studies of glaciers are
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good indicators of climate change, particularly
small cirque glaciers (Barreto, 1994). This is
because there is no distinct accumulation and
ablation areas, so the entire glacial surface
is more responsive to changes in surface
mass balance. Increasing temperatures from
anthropogenic climate change are causing
many glaciers to melt and experience negative
mass balance (Gregory, Stocker, Lemke, &
higher latitude, maritime environments where
small changes in temperatures are causing
lower elevation snow to melt out or even fall as
rain in the winter season.
[…]
The Indian Peaks receive roughly 3560 inches (~89-152 cm) of precipitation each
year, well above the average of 15.47 inches
(~39 cm) for the state of Colorado (NationalAtlas, 2005). Winter weather is generally cold
and windy, with some gusts reaching above
20 m/s in velocity (Barreto, 1994). Summers
are typically mild and much less windy than
winters. Temperatures can get above 60 °F
(~15.5 °C) on the high peaks and afternoon
thunderstorms are notorious (Barreto, 1994).
Inconsistencies in weather also occur during
summer. Some summers can be wet and
stormy, and others hot and dry. These climate
the Arikaree Glacier (Barreto, 1994; Johnson,

1979).
Two major mass balance studies have
already been done on the Arikaree Glacier.
and the other was done by Henrique Barreto in
1994. These mass balance studies involved
stake methods to measure the ablation and
were conducted using data collected over
multiple years: 1969-1974 (Johnson, 1979)
and 1992-1993 (Barreto, 1994). Both revealed
that the overall swings of positive or negative
stormy the ablation (summer melt) season
is. If the ablation season is stormy, there is
increased cloud cover, which inhibits the
amount of incoming direct solar radiation on
the glacier (Johnson, 1979). Due to the high
variability in net mass balance of the Arikaree
Glacier, some years can yield large positive
mass balances and others can be large
negative mass balances.
[...]
Despite increasing temperatures
globally, there is reason to believe that the
Arikaree Glacier might actually be gaining
greater precipitation totals in winter and
small increasing trends in precipitation during
summer (Kittel et al., 2015). The increasing
trends in precipitation are observed at nearby
climate station D-1 (Fig. 2), which show
large increases in winter precipitation over a
long period indicating that more snowfall is
occurring on average. There is also a slight
increase in precipitation during summer,
giving reason to believe that summers are
stormier as well. Stormier summers would
indicate more cloud cover to limit the ablation
on the glacier. Kittel et al. (2015) conclude
increasing trends in winter precipitation due

to changes in synoptic weather patterns
across North America and changes in
precipitation generation from mesoscale
interaction of synoptic circulation with local
topography. They found increases of 21126% monthly winter time precipitation totals
at the D-1 site. It was concluded that a shift
from southwesterly to northwesterly winds
favored more orographic uplift and increased
precipitation on the windward side of the
Continental Divide, as well as the areas just
Southwesterly winds favor precipitation in the
lower elevations and northwesterly winds favor
precipitation in high elevations (Kittel et al.,
2015).
[...]
By obtaining accumulation and ablation
data, a mass balance can be calculated
over twenty-one years. The health of the
Arikaree Glacier can then be determined and
give insight into the fate of other glaciers in
Colorado’s Front Range and potentially see
if there are other small mid-latitude alpine
glaciers around the world experiencing the
same results as the Arikaree Glacier. It might
also provide further research opportunities to
study how areas are experiencing increased
levels of precipitation and gains in snow
accumulation.

BACKGROUND
The Arikaree Glacier is nestled in
between Arikaree Peak and Navajo Peak
in Colorado’s Front Range Indian Peak
Wilderness Area (Fig. 2). The location
coordinates of the Arikaree Glacier are
40°3’10”N 105°38’20”W (Johnson, 1979).
The majority of the glacier sits at the base of
Arikaree Peak but extends out toward Navajo
Peak in a half moon shape. The glacier is
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located within the Green Lakes Valley as part
of the upper Boulder Creek watershed. The
northern boundary of the watershed is Niwot
Ridge, where alpine research occurs as part
of the Niwot Ridge Long-Term Environmental
Research (LTER) program within the University
of Colorado’s Mountain Research Station.
[…]

Figure 2. Oblique aerial Google Earth image of
the Arikaree Glacier and surrounding Green
Lakes Valley. The Arikaree Glacier sits at the
head of the Green Lakes Valley beneath the
north side of Arikaree Peak. Image is viewed
looking southwest. Green line indicates
Continental Divide.
METHODS
Temperature and Precipitation
Data collection in order to determine
measurements on the glacier as well as data
from the Niwot Ridge LTER website. This
data is part of the LTER program through
the Institute for Arctic and Alpine Research
(INSTAAR) and the University of Colorado.
Temperature data for the D-1 site on Niwot
Ridge was used to evaluate temperature
trends (Losleben, 2006a). This data was used
to assess temperature changes on Niwot
Ridge since the completion of Barreto’s study
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in 1993. Air temperature at the D-1 site was
analyzed from November 1, 1993 to present.
The data used in this study was selected
to start on November 1, 1993 in order to
correspond with the start of the next glacial
accumulation-ablation season following the
completion of the study of Barreto (1994).
[…]
For recent precipitation tends,
precipitation data was collected at the D-1
site and sorted to obtain days that recorded
a value for precipitation. In other words,
out. Next, the data was broken up into winter
months (October-May), assuming that all of
this precipitation fell as snow and contributed
to accumulation on the glacier. The values
were summed for each winter to give a
precipitation total for that season.
[…]
Accumulation
For accumulation data on the Arikaree
Glacier, a snow pit was dug on the east side of
the glacier near the moraine and glacial pool.
The total snow depth as well as snow density
were measured in order to calculate the snow
water equivalent. As part of the annual Snow
Survey, conducted at peak SWE, around 500
other point samples (some on the glacier) were
recorded throughout Green Lakes Valley to
help with estimating the depth of snow on the
glacier for the winter year accumulation. For
each year, the snow depth measurements and
coordinates were put into the ArcGIS program.
I ran the Inverse Distance Weighting tool to

[…]
Ablation

A degree day method was used to
estimate summer ablation for each season
based on the average air temperature values.
Temperature index degree day methods are a
very common way of measuring ablation due
to the wide availability of air temperature data,
relatively easy interpolation and forecasting
possibilities of air temperature, generally good
model performance despite simplicity, and
the simplicity of computation (Hock, 2003).
Temperature index degree day methods
have a high correlation with air temperature

RESULTS
Over the study period, a linear
regression shows a -0.0002 °C/day slope in
the air temperature at the D-1 site, suggesting
that the average air temperature is actually
getting colder in the alpine environment on
Niwot Ridge. Precipitation data revealed that
there is an increase in winter precipitation at
site D-1 by an amount of 1.94 mm per year.
[…]
Accumulation estimates on the
year. The average snow accumulation for a
given year was about 3.90 meters. A statistical

[…]
Days above 0 °C are assumed to
have melting occurring. The positive air
temperature days were then summed up for
each ablation season and then multiplied by
a degree day factor. The degree day factor
is multiplied by and is based on a range of
factors including latitude, humidity, maritime or
continental climate, etc.
[…]
Mass Balance
Once there were accumulation and
ablation estimates for the glacier, the annual
mass balance was calculated by subtracting
the total ablation from the total accumulation
(accumulation - ablation). If this value was
positive, then the glacier gained mass for the
year. If the value was negative, then the glacier
lost mass for the year. By doing this over the
course of the study (years 1997-2017), one of

trend in the negative direction of snow water
equivalent accumulation. Total ablation for
years 1997-2017 yielded an average of 3.9
meters of water equivalent (w.e.) being melted
each year. After conducting a t-test for snow
water equivalent ablation, I found that there
of the study yielded a negative mass balance.
However, the negative value for net balance
varied considerably from year to year (Figure
7). Some years were very close to reaching
equilibrium while other years were largely
negative. The largest negative year occurred
in 2007 with over 5 meters of water equivalent
loss and the smallest negative year occurred in
2014 with a 0.3-meter loss in water equivalent.
A t-test showed that the positive trend in net
[…]

either the glacier is gaining size overall, losing
size overall, or the mass balance varies from
year to year and there is no overall trend in the
data.
[…]
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Figure 7. Graph showing net mass balance for
the Arikaree Glacier from 1997-2017. There
has been a negative net mass balance each
year; however, in recent years, the net mass
balance has been nearing equilibrium. Most
notable is the large negative year in 2007
which had over 5 meters of water equivalent
loss.
[…]
DISCUSSION
Despite an increase in global mean
temperatures, the Arikaree Glacier is actually
getting colder. Believed to be due to shifts
in wind patterns, this change is also leading
to increased precipitation levels (Kittel et al.,
2015). Both of these factors provide evidence
for favorable conditions for glacier growth or
positive mass balances.
[…]
It can be concluded that the mass
balance of each year is heavily determined by
the ablation season. The winter year of 20162017 was considered to be a large snow year
for Colorado statewide, yet the mass balance
was still negative due to a large ablation
season. The same pattern can be seen in the
year 2009.
[…]
Despite the overall positive trend in
the net mass balance toward equilibrium, the
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overall health of the Arikaree Glacier is poor
since every year of the study produced a
negative net mass balance. The temperature
and precipitation conditions are favorable for a
positive net mass balance, but heavy ablation
during the summer months are prohibiting this,
especially when certain years contain large
ablation factors, such as the one seen in 2007.
This could be attributed to decreased cloud
cover in summer months allowing for more
direct incoming sunlight to hit the glacier and/
or impurities such as dust and soot deposition
lowering the albedo of the surface and
resulting in faster melting.
[…]
CONCLUSION
The overall health of glaciers around the
world are being threatened by climate change.
However, due to micro-climate variability and
changes in precipitation and wind patterns,
there is evidence to believe that some glaciers
may be experiencing positive mass balances.
My study calculated the net mass balance for
the Arikaree Glacier, Front Range, Colorado,
USA to assess the overall health of the glacier
over the course of 21 years. Over the course
of 21 years, the Arikaree Glacier has had a
negative mass balance each year, but the
negative value varies considerably from year
to year. These results provide incentive for
further research of the Arikaree Glacier in
order to achieve a more detailed and accurate
study of the mass balance as well as further
research of other high alpine, mid-latitude
glaciers in order to see if they are experiencing
similar results as the Arikaree Glacier.
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Energies of 39K Feshbach Molecules
Jared Popowski
The following is an excerpt from a longer piece. For full text, please visit
https://scholar.colorado.edu/concern/undergraduate_honors_theses/5m60qs924

Summary
Ultracold atomic gases have many fascinating
and unintuitive properties, as their extremely
low temperatures bring out their inherent
quantum nature. One such property is the
phenomenon of a Feshbach resonance, in
strength allows for fully tunable interactions
between particles in the gas. Near a Feshbach
resonance, one can form two-particle bound
states called Feshbach molecules, and
measurements of these molecules’ properties
such as their binding energies can tell us
important information about the behavior of
the gas. We consider here a correction to our
recent 39K Feshbach molecule binding energy
data, which takes into account the magnetic
trap used to hold our gas up against gravity
in our experimental system. The presence of
this trap shifts the binding energies that we
measure in the lab slightly away from their
“true” free-space values, and calculating
an understanding of two-particle quantum
reviewing the relevant physics, as well as
our experimental setup and procedure for
producing Feshbach molecules, we develop
a MATLAB program to numerically simulate
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Li Feshbach molecules
calculated recently by another group,
6

measurements of 39K Feshbach molecules.
The correction of these measurements
is necessary for our determination of
the Feshbach resonance location with
unprecedented accuracy.
Abstract
Ultracold 39K gases provide an ideal platform to
study quantum few- and many-body systems,
due to the high degree of control present
in these systems. In particular, Feshbach
resonances facilitate a magnetically tunable
interaction strength between the atoms in
the gas, and allow the formation of two- and
three-body bound states, called Feshbach
Radio-frequency dissociation spectroscopy
of weakly bound Feshbach molecules is one
of the most precise ways to characterize the
properties of a Feshbach resonance. We apply
a numerical method to our Feshbach molecule
binding energy data to compute the shift in the
molecule’s binding energy due to the presence

shift found for 6Li Feshbach molecules by
another group, and then to correct our
measurement results for the binding energy
of 39K Feshbach molecules. The correction
of these measurements is necessary for our
determination of the Feshbach resonance
location with unprecedented accuracy.
[...]
Chapter 2
Two-Particle Scattering and the Theory of
Feshbach Resonances
2.2 Basic Physics of Feshbach Resonances
and Feshbach Molecules
Imagine an atom with two molecular potentials,
Vbg and Vc
scattering processes between a pair of the
atoms (see Figure 2.2). The molecular potential
Vbg(R) (where r = R is the radial separation of
the atoms) is the potential that two free atoms
encounter when coming in from R
hence the energetically open channel for a
collision process having the near-zero energy
the
bg
or alternatively the entrance channel. The
other potential Vc(R) can support a molecular
bound state (in Figure 2.2, this bound state has
an energy Ec) near the threshold of the open
channel.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when this
bound state energetically approaches the
asymptotic potential energy E = 0 in the open
channel, modifying the scattering in the open
channel.
Hence it is clear that in order to have a
Feshbach resonance, we need some way to
molecular bound state and the collision energy
in the open channel. In most cases (including
39
K), this is obtained by
ensuring that the potentials Vbg and Vc have

resonances in these cases are referred to as
If is varied so that it passes through a
Feshbach resonance, the scattering length
a changes dramatically, increasing or
decreasing to
, jumping discontinuously
to
, and then returning to a value close
describe a magnetically tuned Feshbach
resonance by a simple equation for the s-wave
scattering-length a as a function of the applied
[20],
(2.9)
where abg is the background scattering length,
denotes the r
where the
scattering length diverges (a
the resonance width, measured in units of the

Figure 2.2: A simple two-channel model of a
Feshbach resonance. Image obtained from [8].

Equation (2.9) is plotted as a function of in
panel (a) of Figure 2.3.
The coupling of the bound state to the open
channel threshold creates a coupled state with
energy E. On the a
resonance, E is positive and the coupled
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scattering but is not an accessible state. For a
> 0, the coupled state is a real molecular state,
because E is below the continuum. We call
such a molecular state a Feshbach molecule,
or a Feshbach dimer. The binding energy of a
Feshbach molecule for large positive values of
a is approximated by
(2.10)
Therefore, in the limit of large positive a, b
depends quadratically on the detuning
.
This results in the bend seen in the inset to
panel (b) of Figure 2.3, where we have plotted
the dressed state energy as a function
of near a magnetically tuned Feshbach
resonance.

Figure 2.3: A plot (a) of the s-wave scattering
length a and (b) of the dressed state energy
E near a magnetically tuned Feshbach
positive, Eb = -E.
The inset shows the universal regime near the
resonance position where a is very large and
positive. Image obtained from [8].
[...]

Chapter 3
Apparatus and Measurement of Feshbach
Molecules
3.3 Production and Measurement of
Feshbach Molecules
We use magneto-association [14,23]
to create a macroscopic population of
Feshbach molecules for our binding energy
measurements. This technique has historically
resulted in the largest molecular populations;
in 2005, a JILA lab measured atom-dimer
the magneto-association of a 85Rb Bose gas
system [15]. However, our current setup is
our 39K atoms (> 80%) remain unpaired after
the sweep. Since we need 103-104 Feshbach
molecules for an adequate signal for RF
spectroscopy, the atomic samples required
before the sweep are on the order of ~105
atoms.
Magneto-association is generally
accomplished with a time-varying magnetic

the resonance into the region where bound
molecules exist causes the association of
atoms into very weakly bound Feshbach
molecules [14,15]. This makes intuitive sense
when we consider that the bound molecular
state becomes degenerate with the free atom
continuum at the location of the Feshbach
resonance. In our experiment, we begin by
producing a thermal sample of atoms far from
the resonance on the a > 0 side, before rapidly
ramping to the a
(dashed red arrow on the top in Fig. 3.5). We
then form our molecules by slowly sweeping
of the resonance, depicted in Fig. 3.5 by the
dashed red arrow on the bottom. Finally, we
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apply a sequence of cleaning pulses to blast
away unconverted atoms, leaving behind a
pure molecular gas.

binding energy of the molecules, we have to
from the dissociation frequency v [30].
The shift on our measured binding energies
to as the

. Both the initial

shift.
[...]
Chapter 4
Figure 3.5: A diagram of magneto-association
of Feshbach molecules near the B0 = 34 G
resonance in the 39
F
= -1>. Two unpaired atoms are adiabatically
transferred to the molecular state with

in a Trap
4.1 Intuition
intuitively by building up a qualitative picture

the dashed red arrows. Image obtained from
[6].

molecules. We introduce the relevant physics
step-by-step in Figure 4.1.

After a pure molecular gas is produced,

of scattering states available to two free
atoms, since they are allowed to have any
nonnegative value for the relative motional
energy
In free space, where

energies, where we perform RF dissociation
spectroscopy. From these measured binding
energies, we can very precisely determine
the position and the width of our Feshbach
resonance of interest [8].
[…]
high degree of control over other experimental
sources of error, our binding energy data has
unprecedented precision, and an accurate
determination of the Feshbach resonance
location requires consideration of additional
sources of error. The biggest systematic error

the atoms in place, dissociation of a Feshbach
molecule with binding energy b would involve
dissociation into these free atom continuum
states. This is represented in part b of Figure
4.1, where we use a van der Waals tail
to represent the molecular
potential (ignoring the short-range 1/r12
repulsive part of the potential for visual
simplicity). However, on Earth we need a way
to prevent the atoms from falling out of our

the atoms. In part c of Figure 4.1, we show the
against gravity. To accurately determine the
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for a harmonic trap
Once
the trap is introduced, the continuum of free
atom scattering states that was previously
present becomes the discrete energy levels of
the trap. However, we note that in practice the

occurring for = 0. This means that for two
atoms in free space, there is a continuum
of scattering states, represented in the plot
by a shaded region for U > 0. Here r is the
interparticle separation.

state of dissociation can be well-described by

potential, we end up with the potential curve
the dashed navy blue curve gives the original
light blue curve gives the original form of the
molecular potential. The binding energy of a
Feshbach molecule with free-space binding
energy is perturbed to the new value t by
the harmonic trap, and similarly the energy
levels in the trap that the dissociated atoms
occupy are perturbed by the molecular
potential.

Figure 4.1b: The dissociation of a Feshbach
molecule with binding energy in free space,
where the blue curve is a van der Waals tail
/r representing the molecular
continuum states from the previous part of
The black arrows illustrate the fact that
the molecule does not necessarily have to
dissociate into the = 0 state, since there is
some probability of dissociating into a higher
energy continuum state for a higher frequency
RF pulse. This is evidenced by the long tails on
our measured dissociation spectra in Figure
3.7.

Figure 4.1a: The scattering state for two free
atoms can have any nonnegative value for the
relative motional energy
with
the minimum-energy scattering state
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potential (here a harmonic potential
takes the continuous energy
spectrum of the scattering states for two free
atoms and restricts it to the discrete energy
given in the plot.

true energy spectrum of an interacting twobody quantum system in a trap. To obtain
measurements of 39K Feshbach molecules, we
require some more theory.
[...]
Following this procedure, a 2006 PRA paper by
Zbigniew Idziaszek and Tommaso Calarco [17]
found the following expression determining
the energy levels for m = 0,
(4.8)
where

Figure 4.1d: The full story of Feshbach
molecule dissociation into a trap, where the
potential in part c have been added together.
The dashed navy blue curve gives the
and the dashed light blue curve below gives
the unperturbed form of the molecular
the binding energy of a Feshbach molecule
from its free space value to the new value
t

for clarity), and the molecular potential
dissociated free atoms.
[...]

(4.9)
Here
is the aspect ratio of the
system and = - denotes the energy
shifted by the zero-point oscillation energy
E
were interested in, as this gives us the shifted
symmetric harmonic trap. The validity of the
integral representation (4.9) is limited to
this result can be extended to energies
through analytic continuation [17].

>

Chapter 5
Shift Program

Two Atoms in a Harmonic Trap
and our perturbation theory approach for
the initial state shift provide good intuition

measured binding energies of our Feshbach
molecules, I wrote a MATLAB program that
numerically solves Equations (4.8) and (4.9).
In the following sections, I describe how the
program works, what I did to test the program,

approximations, and do not describe the
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to our measured 39K binding energies.
[...]

2013 work detailed in reference [30] used
the method of RF dissociation to measure
a Feshbach resonance location in 6Li with
unprecedented precision, and included the
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) for their system, just
as we aim to do. Hence a good test for my
MATLAB program is whether it reproduces
the results that the authors of reference [30]
give the program all of the necessary trap
6
Li.
[...]
In short, my program successfully reproduced
values of the measured binding energies,
with discrepancies much smaller than the
experimental errors on the measurements.
[...]
K Feshbach Molecules
After verifying that my program was able to

39

the 6Li binding energy data, we needed to do
shifts for our own 39K binding energy data.
Our trap is axially symmetric with a radial trap
x, y)frequency r
plane and an axial trap frequency of
117.3(1.0) Hz, so the trap aspect ratio is
/
r
relevant constants for 39K, we obtained the
curves displayed in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The computed free space and
39
K Feshbach molecule binding
energies. The energy units are
and the length units are the oscillator length

= 0> after dimer
dissociation, the associated scattering length
is very small compared to the harmonic
oscillator length (corresponding to very far out
F

essentially equal to the zero-point energy of
our trap, /h = 87.3 Hz.
is similar for all of our measurements and is
approximately equal to the zero-point energy
/h = 87.3 Hz, to within 1.4 Hz uncertainty
on our trapping frequencies. We subtract the
dissociation threshold frequency to extract the
dimer binding energy b/ h in free space; see
[...]

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
[...]
There are still many open questions left
to explore in the realm of few-body and
universal physics with ultracold Bose gases.

In particular, this thesis focused only on our
work characterizing the two-body physics that
arises from Feshbach resonances, but there is
a rich spectrum of three-body and four-body
physics tied to Feshbach resonances which
has yet to be fully and precisely characterized.
Common problems with previous work in this
area include failing to account for systematic
incorrect density calibrations, and so on. Just
shift in this work, our lab aims to account for
data that can serve as a benchmark for
comparisons with theories. Such careful
measurements are vital towards the goal
of building a “ground up” understanding of
quantum many-body physics through precise
characterizations of quantum few-body
physics.
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